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An interesting hypothesis arises during discussions
on teaching techniques used in mathematics classes
when teachers compare lecturing versus cooperative
learning. Some people postulate that it is necessary to
present information to students before they attempt
to understand it themselves. I believe this supposi-
tion clearly articulates the difference between the two
paradigms. Cooperative learning sets very high ex-
pectations, that the students can understand the con-
tent by taking responsibility for their learning, versus
the instructor assuming she/he must cover the mate-
rial for the students first. In the processes described
below, cooperative learning is used 100% of the time
in class, thus establishing that the students can indeed
learn mathematics with minimal intervention from the
instructor. Students rise to the occasion and often ex-
ceed their own expectations when they work coop-
eratively with their peers.
Lecturers maintain that students initially must see a
presentation of content material from the professor
before they start the process of internalizing the con-
cepts. They claim that students have to see examples
of someone working out math problems or construct-
ing computer programs or even solving word prob-
lems to begin to understand the underlying concepts.
The presentation doesn’t have to be long, but it must
be there. For students who are good enough to learn
the rudiments from textbooks the presentation step
can be skipped, they maintain, but most students need
a live presentation. Math is something that is better
presented live because the students will be able to see
the stages of a derivation much better than can be pre-
sented in a book.
The argument made above is a common assumption
made by many teachers today. The following descrip-
tion of my class procedures, using cooperative learn-
ing, is intended to demonstrate that lecturing in math
classes is not necessary. Instead a process is used which
facilitates student learning by encouraging them to
try to understand the material on their own, first by
reading the text and then by working out problems
together with their peers, finally with the teacher in-
tervening only when absolutely necessary.
In order to set the tone of the class I send my students
a letter prior to the beginning of the semester which
includes a humorous introduction to the class and
cooperative learning, a course syllabus, and a writing
assignment in the form of a math autobiography. Stu-
dents are asked to read the first chapter and start work-
ing on the text problems. The first chapter includes
review materials from the prerequisite course. My
intent is to emphasize their responsibility in the learn-
ing process well before the class starts and to demon-
strate my own interest in helping them become inde-
pendent math learners while providing a strong and
varied support system in and out of class.
Students are asked to read the text before class and
are provided with a class syllabus specifying exactly
which sections they are responsible for on a given day.
This may be revised during the semester as the class
progresses. Students are also asked to complete as
many problems as possible prior to class. (They have
student manuals which provide worked out solutions
for all the odd problems in addition to the text ex-
amples). About half the members of each class actu-
ally do the work prior to class.
At the beginning of class, worksheets are handed out
which contain problems or questions which cover the
day’s content. No lecture is given until after the work
is completed and then only if absolutely necessary.
The problems progress from simpler problems to more
complex. The students work in pairs or larger groups,
usually with 4 people to a table. Sometimes problems
are worked out on the board by students who explain
and defend their solutions to the whole class, or stu-
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dents work directly out of the text together. We have
a workbook form of text in the math classes which
encourages students to write in the book. By solving
problems first in groups, the students are more likely
to volunteer to explain their solutions to the whole
class. The strategy of starting with the simpler prob-
lem is designed to guarantee that students will be able
to successfully complete the initial part of each assign-
ment. If they need help, they are encouraged as a
group to go back to the text to obtain examples of more
complex problems.
I circulate around the class, observing each group’s
progress and making suggestions about how they
might go about finding the answers to their questions.
Initially I do not answer questions directly. The stu-
dents are encouraged to use their text and any other
student in the class as resources. Those who did not
do the reading and practice beforehand have an op-
portunity to do so at this early point in the class.
If enough students appear to be having difficulty or
generally are making fundamental mistakes, volun-
teers will be asked to put their solutions on the board
to provide a basis for discussion. This might be con-
sidered “showing them” what to do, but the advan-
tage is that the explanation comes from the students,
not the teacher imposing a solution on them.
The students then go back to work and try to resolve
their questions. If they are still confused, I will then
facilitate a whole class discussion and try to elicit the
source of their confusion. The focus is still on the stu-
dents, not on me as the person who can solve all their
problems and explain everything to their satisfaction.
Group quizzes are often used as a form of review af-
ter we have covered several sections within a chap-
ter. First students work individually and then they
compare answers and try to reach agreement on the
final answer. At this point it becomes clear which stu-
dents are competent and which are not, and I can en-
courage those who need extra help to obtain tutoring
outside of class. On occasion I have postponed tests
because I have observed enough unprepared students
to know that a test would be a disaster. Coddling? I
do not think so. Sometimes, with all the pressures stu-
dents are under today, there is a critical mass that just
aren’t ready to demonstrate their knowledge through
a test at a time specified for our convenience. That is
not to say that my courses are open ended. They are
not, but within a syllabus there is some scheduling
flexibility, which is appreciated by the students.
Finally, an in class test is completed individually by
each student to maintain their accountability. A mas-
tery approach is used where students have an oppor-
tunity to correct their mistakes during the exam, be-
fore a final grade is calculated. Here again I walk
around the room observing students’ progress. When
they complete their test, it is checked immediately and
any incorrect answers are circled, without indicating
what mistake was made. Students then have an op-
portunity to make corrections. If they get below an
80% after corrections, then they need to take a new
test outside of class.
Every step of this process is intended to encourage
the students to take responsibility for their learning.
This sets very high expectations for the students and
myself as the facilitator. My role is to provide materi-
als which will help guide them through the process
and work with them to develop appropriate group
interaction skills, which are sorely lacking these days.
I am intensely involved in each class as I circulate and
talk to students individually or in pairs or groups and
guide the classes between whole group discussions
and individual work.
There are other cooperative processes, such as jig saws,
math olympics, make up your own tests, pair reading
and writing, group reviews, etc., which are used in
addition to the one described above so that the classes
never become completely routine. Student responses
are that the classes fly by, and they are exhausted at
the end of class but feel good about what they have
accomplished. By the end of the semester the better
students have learned how to become more indepen-
dent learners, their math phobia has all but disap-
peared and they actually begin to like math, and the
less motivated students have learned more math than
they ever expected. In class the students cover more
material than I could ever hope to lecture on and ob-
tain their understanding. And, they understand in a
way that makes sense to them because they are de-
veloping their own solutions.
My classes generally run around 25 students, but I
have done this with classes as large as 50 and adult
groups of 100 in seminars. Obviously, the larger the
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class, the harder it is to personalize it. The above pro-
cedure would need to be significantly modified for
larger classes through the use of in class TA’s and other
mechanisms. A class of 500 would be very question-
able. CL is not meant as a cure all for economic prob-
lems and solutions imposed by administrators. It is
well established that smaller classes are better peda-
gogically.
The procedures described above have evolved over a
long period of time through a process of trial and er-
ror. It not recommended that new teachers initiate this
extensive a cooperative learning system without first
participating in training programs and conferences
dealing with cooperative learning techniques. It takes
time for teachers to develop a comfort level and de-
velop a degree of confidence with cooperative pro-
cesses. A good approach to incorporating CL in math
classes would be to initiate one or two new techniques
each semester until a full repertoire of activities is
available to chose from.
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The Need for Interviews in the Mathematics Classroom
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“God does not care about our mathematical difficulties. He
integrates empirically.”
--Albert Einstein
